Abstract. -Neutron diffraction, a.c. initial magnetic susceptibility, magnetization, and heat capacity measurements allow a better understanding of the metamagnetic-like phase observed at low temperature in ( C O~-, M~, )~ P. The magnetic structures and phase transitions for x = 0.6 and 0.75 have been determined.
Introduction
The phase diagram of (Col-,Mn,), P points out direct relations between crystal structure (orthorhom- Here we report on neutron diffraction, a.c. magnetic susceptibility, magnetization, and heat capacity (D.S.C.) measurements performed on powder samples, for x = 0.60 and 0.75. This work permits to analyse in detail the previously reported commensurateincommensurate phase transition [4, 51 and to complete the high temperature range of the phase diagram.
Experimental and discussion
Thermal variations of the lattice constants have been determined by neutron diffraction and X-ray diffractograms. At low temperatures the cell volume remains constant, whereas above 140 K it expands continuously for x = 0.75 (Fig. 1) . For x = 0.60 a drop is observed, toward the volume value close to that of ferromagnetic CoMnP. For T 2 400 K the volume recovers a value which is an extrapolation of the low temperature regime. Neutron diffraction patterns evidence magnetic satellite reflections at temperatures be- 1, 2, 3, 4) of the Pnma space group, the spin modulation requires the same phase between moments of the pair sites 1-3 and 2-4 [6] . This suggest a "double-helix" magnetic structure for the incommensurate phase (T < 150 K) , as proposed for the isotype ternary germanides and silicides [7, 81 . The best fit to the data is obtained for a circular helix in the (a, b) plane, perpendicular to the propagation vector q = [O, 0, q,] . The incommensurate phase disappear at 150 K for both compounds. The phase diagram proposed earlier for x = 0.60 by Roger [3] presents an AF-F transition and for x = 0.75 and AF-Para (near 115 K !). However, the phases diagram determined by Okamoto [4] indicates that for x = 0.60 there is no commensurate-incommensurate phase transition, and that the extrapolated transition temperature is T = 170 K.
In order to precise the magnetic phase diagram complex a.c. initial susceptibility, x = -iX", measurements have been performed for x = 0.60 and x = 0.75, in the temperature range 80-300 K (Fig. 3) . (Fig. 3) shows at 150 K a transition from an antiferromagnetic to a weak-ferromagnetic ordering, in agreement with neutron diffraction (q, -+ 0) and a.c. susceptibility data.
The Curie temperature (400 f 5 K) , is also in agreement with DSC measurements. The experimental entropy change (0.2 mJ K-' g-l) is about one tenth of that measured at 415 K for the F-Para transition of (Co0.4Mno.6)~ P.
In conclusion we have resolved the magnetic structure of (Col-,Mn,), P for the compositions x = 0.60 and x = 0.75. The experimental evidence for a weak ferromagnetic state (x = 0.75) indicates a more complicated phase diagram than that previously reported [3, 41. More systematic measurements in the concentration range 0.60 < x < 0.80 are needed in order to precise the magnetic phase diagram.
